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Abstract: Evolutionary theory based research shows that attractiveness is based on 
biological correlates that index appropriate estrogen and testosterone levels. Symmetry 
affects or plays a role in the perception of many of these correlates of attractiveness. 
Additionally, since attractiveness affects infidelity perception and reactions, sexual 
satisfaction, and personality perception, symmetry also affects these areas. This paper 
reviews the literature on symmetry showing how symmetry affects: the correlates of 
attractiveness, sexual satisfaction, personality, and infidelity perceptions and reactions. 
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1. Introduction 

The results from prior research indicate that evaluations of physical and sexual attractiveness can be 
guided by the execution of evolutionary adaptations based on finding the “best” mate and producing 
the “best” offspring [1–16]. Individuals focus on reproductively relevant characteristics of the male 
and female body and face in order to determine if the individual being rated is attractive and most 
reproductively fit (likely to be reproductively successful). Consequently, attractiveness can be based 
on facial and bodily characteristics that index sexual maturity, gender identity, and phenotypic quality 
on facial and bodily characteristics that index sexual maturity, gender identity, and phenotypic quality 
[15–17]. Developmental stability also plays a role. Fluctuating asymmetry is an intrinsic property of an 
individual’s genome that provides an honest signal of individual quality [18]. Thus, it also influences 
an individual’s identification of the “best” mates. This paper points out the correlates of attractiveness 
for men and women, and then reviews the literature on symmetry and attractiveness, and symmetry 
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and mate relevant decisions and behavior to show how symmetry relates to or affects the correlates of 
attractiveness and mate relevant decision making and behavior.  

1.1. Sex Differences in Attractiveness Determinants  

Since attractiveness has a biological basis, the characteristics of facial and bodily attractiveness 
differ somewhat for men and women. Men’s attractiveness is based on facial and body characteristics 
signaling dominance, status, masculinity, and good health [2–4,7–9,11,15–17,20]. Therefore, men with 
high status and/or dominance and masculinity-related facial and body characteristics are considered 
most physically and sexually attractive and the best choices to ensure reproductive success. 
Testosterone and areas of the body indexing testosterone play key roles.  

Dominant males have higher testosterone levels [21–23] and the size of men’s chests, biceps, their 
muscular strength, and the size, shape, and tone of their physiques are characteristics influenced by 
testosterone [24]. Thus, men with broad chests, muscular upper bodies, and smaller waists are 
considered more dominant and more attractive [11,23,25,26]. Additionally, sexual activity is also 
related to testosterone levels. Therefore, given that dominant males have more testosterone, research 
shows that they copulate more frequently [20,27]. Similarly, dominant men are also said to have 
stronger sex drives due to increased testosterone levels [23].  

Chin breadth is also a testosterone-mediated characteristic [17,28]. Thus, dominant men have 
broader chins and are considered more attractive [20,29]. This may be because pathogen resistance 
[30–32] is indexed by human chin length. One other facial characteristic, nose size, is also affected by 
testosterone. Nose size is a sexually dimorphic characteristic signaling gender identity [17]. Men 
typically have larger noses than women because men have more testosterone. Thus, nose size can be 
used to make inferences regarding whether or not one is male or female.  

Stomach size and shape can also be a product of testosterone. Specifically, the size and shape of a 
man’s stomach is the product of android fat deposits [10,11,24,33,34]. Thus, stomach size is also an 
important characteristic, and men with smaller/less fat stomachs are considered more attractive and 
healthier [24–26,33,34]. Additionally, good physical condition and muscular development are associated 
with testosterone, dominance, and physical prowess [23] and these factors also play a role in 
attractiveness assessments.  

Women’s attractiveness and reproductive success are based on cues from facial and body 
characteristics that signal fecundity, successful mothering potential (the ability to most successfully 
raise offspring independent of the ability to become pregnant), femininity, and pathogen  
resistance [2–7,9,10,12–17].  

The most important and most visible physical cue for women is the waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) 
[13,17]. The WHR is related to crucial endocrine states associated with fecundity and successful 
mothering, and femininity is inferred from it [9,10,12]. This is due to gynoid fat being distributed on 
the thighs, legs, buttocks, waist, and hips of women [9,12,23]. Women who appear to have small hips, 
small waists, medium to small buttocks, and medium legs [35] are considered more attractive, 
healthier, more feminine, most fertile, and better potential mothers [9–12,14,17]. Additionally, 
women’s waist size is an indicator of their risk for disease, is used to assess their hormonal status, and 
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is correlated with cardiovascular disorders, diabetes, and gall bladder problems [14,36]. But, is WHR 
the best predictor of attractiveness? 

Some researchers suggest that an attractiveness assessment based on WHR is a product of changes 
in BMI such that BMI is a better predictor of female attractiveness than WHR [37,38]. However, 
recent research, using photographs of pre and post surgical patients, comparing the contributions of 
WHR and BMI to women’s attractiveness assessments, reports that women with lower WHR are rated 
as more attractive regardless of changes in their BMI [39,40]. 

Cheekbone breadth and size are also evolutionary relevant characteristics. Women with high 
cheekbones are considered more attractive, more feminine, healthier, and more fertile [2,4,17]. This is 
due to women’s cheekbone size indexing pathogen resistance [30–32]. Women’s breasts and the 
appearance of their stomachs also play a role [9,10,12–14,17]. This is because gynoid fat is distributed 
on the abdomens of women [9,10,12,24], and women with large breasts are considered more attractive, 
more feminine, healthier, and most desirable for long- and short-term relationships [14].  

Lip size also plays a role because lip size is also an estrogen-mediated trait [41] and an indicator of 
femininity and attractiveness [17]. The size of a woman’s eyes is also important. However, the eyes are 
not estrogen-mediated characteristics. But, the eyes get smaller with age [15]. So, eye size becomes a 
heuristic for youth and fertility. Not surprisingly, then, women with large round eyes are considered 
more attractive, more fertile, and healthier [2,4,17]. Physical condition is important as well. This is 
because good physical fitness is related to fecundity [42,43] and may also signal phenotypic quality [17].  

In addition to the facial and bodily components delineated above, attractiveness is also a product of 
pheromones [44], height [45,46], vocal quality [47–49] pupil size [50,51], hair length and quality [52,53], 
leg length [54], and foot size [55]. These attractiveness foci are also the product of evolutionary 
adaptations designed to help one select the best mate. But, what about developmental stability? 

2. Discussion 

2.1. Developmental Stability 

Since attractiveness is based on biological adaptations predicated on producing the best offspring 
one would assume that individuals would want to select partners who seem to be the products of a 
stable development as this might best insure the production of the most healthy offspring. So, 
developmental stability should play a role. Developmental stability refers to the capacity of an 
individual to produce a well developed symmetrical phenotype in the face of developmental 
perturbations caused by disease, toxins, parasites, etc. [56]. Since symmetry of the face and body 
indexes developmental stability [57,58], research indicates that symmetry does play a role in mate 
assessment. Prior research indicates that departures from symmetry reflect an individual’s incapacity to 
maintain developmental homeostasis [29,59,60]. Thus, not surprisingly, since sexual selection favors 
those traits that indicate the ability to withstand parasites [61], research shows that symmetry affects 
the perception of many of the correlates of attractiveness delineated above. Preferences for a 
symmetrical mate may have evolved because of positive genetic effects on offspring survival [57]. 
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2.2. Facial Symmetry and Facial Attractiveness 

As mentioned above, many aspects of the face play a role in attractiveness judgements. Aesthetic 
judgements of faces are not capricious, but reflect evolutionary functional assessments of potential 
mates [57]. Research examining facial symmetry shows that overall symmetry of the face does 
influence perceptions of the face. But, why would facial symmetry be important? 

Since the face displays secondary sexual characteristics facial symmetry is more sensitive to 
environmental perturbations [57]. Facial asymmetry is located in various sites in the face [62]. 
Consequently, facial symmetry functions like a certificate of health with regards to mate potential [63]. 
Women are seen as more attractive when their faces are symmetrical and close to average [63]. 
Asymmetric divergences away from average may indicate environmental perturbations during 
development, genetic problems or psychological distress. In addition, facial symmetry predicts facial 
attractiveness and facial attractiveness is a reliable indicator of developmental stability [64]. Thus, 
facial attractiveness of both sexes signals genetic quality in the form of developmental stability [64]. 
Additionally, facial symmetry is correlated with attractiveness in both men and women [65]. Selecting 
a genetically distinct/diverse mate can facilitate an offspring’s ability to resist parasites. Consistent 
with that, preferences for symmetry may be a mate choice adaptation rather than a byproduct of 
strategies used to process visual stimuli [65]. So, facial symmetry is important for attractiveness 
evaluations for adaptive reasons. Consistent with this, facial symmetry displays underlying genetic 
diversity and parasite resistance and consequently, a symmetrical face displays developmental 
homeostasis [66]. Similarly, symmetrical faces are judged as healthier than asymmetrical faces and this 
relationship remains even after the effect of attractiveness is partialed out [67], showing that humans 
have an adaptive preference for faces that signal quality. In addition, the preference for facial 
symmetry is not due to perceptual preference [68]. Rather, it is due to an evolutionary adaptation to 
facilitate mate selection. Thus, there is cross cultural agreement on the attractiveness of symmetry [69]. 
Clearly, the preponderance of research indicates that facial symmetry is important for attractiveness 
and mate selection decisions. But what about the body? Does symmetry of the body affect 
attractiveness?  

2.3. Body Symmetry and Attractiveness 

Research has examined the symmetry of individual parts of the body and overall symmetry of the 
body. Body symmetry is a major correlate of attractiveness [70]. Similarly, attractiveness for women is 
related to body symmetry [71]. More recently, researchers have reported that overall asymmetry is 
related to attractiveness for both men and women [64]. For women, this is due to symmetry’s 
relationship to reproductive potential. Overall asymmetry is related to reproductive potential in  
women [72,73]. Higher symmetry leads to greater reproductive potential. In addition, for both men and 
women this relationship between body symmetry and attractiveness most likely occurs due to 
symmetry’s reflection of overall quality of development. Research with animals indicates that 
symmetry reflects the overall quality of development [61,70,74,75]. Thus, similarly, overall body 
symmetry in humans plays a role in attractiveness evaluations. But, is this true for specific parts of the 
body that are evolutionarily significant with respect to attractiveness evaluation.  
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2.4. Breast Symmetry 

Recent directional selection has played a role in the evolution of adult female breast size [73]. 
Furthermore, the rapid development of breasts prior to and during puberty and their role in interactions 
between men and women indicates that the breasts may play a role in sexual selection [73,76,77]. This 
is not surprising because breasts are secondary sexual characteristics, and secondary sexual 
characteristics play a role in determinations of whether or not an individual is sexually mature, male or 
female, and can create and best care for children [15,16]. Also, breasts signal mate quality [78–80]. 
Since developmental stability also signals mate quality and developmental stability is indexed by 
symmetry and the breasts signal mate quality, one might assume that the symmetry of women’s breasts 
also plays a role in assessments of their mate quality. In fact, breasts are expected to demonstrate 
higher levels of developmental instability than other body parts [81]. Also, breast symmetry is large 
compared to other structural characteristics of the body [73]. Thus, breast symmetry should play a role 
in mate choice related adaptations.  

In line with the aforementioned assumption, experimental research, shows that breast asymmetry 
does play a role in aspects of mate quality. Specifically, breast asymmetry plays a role in attractiveness 
and health judgements [82]. Additionally, research that incorporates actual measurements of breast 
symmetry in US and Spanish samples finds that breast asymmetry is negatively correlated with the 
number of children women have [73]. Women with symmetrical breasts have more children. While 
there may be additional reasons for this, one reason this may occur is because these women are rated as 
more attractive and consequently are selected for mating more often. Choosy men who use breast 
symmetry as a cue for mate selection will experience an advantage in terms of reproductive success 
[73]. Also, since breast symmetry is heritable [73,78] these men gain a selection advantage because 
their daughters should experience higher mating success and fecundity [73]. So, one can conclude that 
breast symmetry is a reliable signal of reproductive potential [73]. Clearly, facial, overall body 
symmetry, and breast symmetry play a role in attractiveness related judgements. But, does symmetry 
affect other correlates of attractiveness? Since symmetry indexes developmental stability and 
attractiveness it should also affect other body characteristics used to make attractiveness judgements.  

2.5. Vocal Quality 

Both correlational and experimental research shows that vocal quality influences attractiveness 
assessments. Men with lower pitched voices are considered more attractive and more  
masculine [47,49] and women with higher pitched voices are considered more attractive and more 
feminine [48]. Additionally, female vocal quality is associated with facialmetric assessments of 
femininity [84]. Also, men and women with attractive voices tend to have more sexually dimorphic 
body configurations that reflect activational hormone exposure seen at puberty [85]. Men with 
attractive voices had broader shoulders and women with attractive voices had hourglass figures [85]. 
This further indicates that vocal quality is associated with development and developmental stability.  

Vocal pitch is one vocal quality associated with development that has been examined due to its 
developmental significance. Vocal pitch changes as one reaches puberty due to the hormonal changes 
that occur [48,86–88]. The size and thickness of the vocal folds determine the fundamental frequency 
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(pitch) of the voice: thicker vocal folds give rise to a lower voice. [48,87]. Males’ vocal chords thicken 
and increase in size and their voices become deeper [47,49] and women’s voices become higher at 
puberty [48]. So, pitch can indicate the general hormonal state and age of a speaker [48]. Since the voice 
changes with development, developmental stability is important for mate selection, and symmetry 
indexes developmental stability, vocal quality should be related to developmental stability. Indeed, 
individuals with voices rated as attractive have bilateral body traits that are more symmetrical [89].  
As symmetry increases, ratings of vocal attractiveness increase [89]. So, vocal quality is associated with 
symmetry. What about other attractiveness cues? 

2.6. Pheromones 

Olfactory cues produced by men play a major role in the human sexual selection system [90]. 
Women’s sexual attractiveness is more influenced by male scent than by visual features [91,92]. This is 
because women are extremely sensitive to Androstenol and men produce more of this than women do 
[93,94]. The male pheromone can signal immunocompetence [95]. So, pheromones can function as 
indices of developmental stability. With that in mind, one would expect symmetry to be related to 
pheromones since symmetry indexes developmental stability. Research has indeed found that symmetry 
is related to pheromone production in men. In research where women were asked to smell the t-shirts of 
men, women rated the t-shirts of symmetrical men as more attractive [96]. This effect is even stronger 
when the effect of bathing by the men is controlled for [97]. This preference for the scent of symmetric 
men is strongest when women are in the fertile phases of their menstrual cycles [90,98]. In addition to 
affecting attractiveness decisions, symmetry also plays a role in behavior related to attractiveness. 

2.7. Mate Protection 

One type of parental investment that women desire from male partners is a parental investment that 
affords them and their offspring protection [99]. Symmetrical men are perceived as better protectors of 
their mates than asymmetric men [100]. This may be because symmetric men are healthier [62,101–103] 
and consequently better equipped to fend off attacks. Additionally, since symmetry is associated with 
cognitive ability [104–106] symmetrical men may be better able to outsmart attackers, thus affording 
protection to their mates and offspring. Similarly, symmetrical men by virtue of their intelligence may 
fare better in employment contexts which would afford them a better ability to buy protection for their 
mates and offspring. Thus, the relationship between symmetry and mate protection. However, while 
these men with low facial asymmetry (FA) have better genes such that they are better protectors and 
more intelligent, they are not better fathers than high FA men since low FA men are more likely to 
commit adultery [100] (more detail regarding infidelity is presented later in this paper).  

2.8. Human Female Orgasm 

Women can exert a choice adaptation designed to manipulate sperm competition, promote 
conception with men of high quality, retain the sperm of high quality sires, and promote, create, and 
maintain a pair bond with men [107,108]. That choice adaptation is the female orgasm. The orgasm is 
not needed for conception [107,109]. But, it can enhance the likelihood of conception via the up-suck 
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hypothesis where orgasmic contractions force the mouth of the uterus into the pool of sperm deposited 
in the vagina upon ejaculation [109]. Evolutionarily, women benefit from having offspring with males 
of high quality. So, male attractiveness plays a role in female orgasmic responses [108]. Since 
attractiveness plays a role in orgasmic responses and symmetry is related to attractiveness, symmetry 
should also play a role in human female orgasm. A study with 86 heterosexual adult couples, found 
that women with men who possessed low fluctuating asymmetry of the body self-reported and were 
reported by their partners to have had more orgasms during copulation than women with men 
possessing higher fluctuating asymmetry [108]. Additionally, women with men of low fluctuating 
asymmetry of the body did not simply have more orgasms in general than other women [108]. Rather, 
these women are only more orgasmic during copulation. Also, women’s self-reports of their orgasmic 
behavior and their partner’s reports of their orgasmic behavior correlated near .60 and the correlation 
between averaged reports and the true rate of orgasm was 0.85 [108]. So, these findings can be 
considered very valid. Symmetrical men may also provoke more orgasms because symmetrical men 
have higher quality sperm.  

2.9. Sperm Quality 

Women find men with good genes appealing [110] and symmetry indexes good genes. Sperm 
quality is also an index of good genes. So, symmetry is also associated with sperm quality. In a study 
of 53 men from a fertility clinic, men with higher symmetry in digits 2 to 5 were found to produce 
more sperm per ejaculate, have faster sperm, and have sperm that are better migrators [111]. 
Additionally, men with greater overall symmetry produce more sperm per ejaculate and have faster 
sperm [111]. Similarly, in a study including 34 men not being treated for infertility, men with greater 
symmetry of the second digit, ears, wrists, and ankles were found to have more sperm per ejaculate 
than men with lower symmetry [112].  

2.10. Sexual Behavior 

Attractive individuals have better sex lives [113] and they are preferred as sexual partners [19]. Since 
attractiveness and sexual behavior are associated, symmetry should also be associated with sexual 
behavior. Indeed, in a study with 122 participants, overall symmetry was found to predict the lifetime 
number of sexual partners, i.e., men with symmetric body measures attract more sexual partners [114]. 
Additionally, this effect remains after attractiveness is partialed out [114]. This effect is most likely 
due to a choice adaptation by women designed to control the quality of their offspring since symmetry 
is heritable [56,115]. Symmetry also affects age of first intercourse for men. Men with higher 
symmetry report having their first intercourse at an earlier age than men with less symmetry [114].  

2.11. Infidelity 

Both married men and married women engage in sex with individuals other than their partners, i.e., 
extrapair copulations (EPCs). Estimates place the rate of cheating among women at 15% to 70% with a 
median of 30% [100,116–118] and at 25% to 50% for married men [118–120]. One of the reasons men 
engage in EPCs is because EPCs may increase their quantity of offspring. According to sexual 
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strategies theory [19] men prefer short term mating because it allows them to increase their probability 
of having offspring with many women and consequently getting their genes into the future population. 
Long term mating with one woman can lead to significant mating costs with no guaranteed payoff of 
offspring. So, men prefer short term mating. EPCs are short term matings where effort put toward the 
mating is small [100]. So, short term mating does not have the same costs for men that long term 
mating has. One of the reasons women engage in EPCs is because EPCs may increase the quality of 
their offspring. Potentially, women may be able to achieve genetic benefits as well as investment by 
engaging in EPCs [107,121]. 

Individuals want mates who can resist pathogens and parasites [62]. One marker of pathogen 
resistance is symmetry. Developmental quality, high symmetry, is associated with high mating  
success [114]. So, EPC partners should exhibit developmental stability if individuals want mates that 
are more pathogen resistant. In a study with 203 heterosexual couples, high symmetry was found to 
predict men’s number of EPC partners, and men with high symmetry were selected as EPC partners 
more often than men with low symmetry [100]. Additionally, this is independent of men’s number of 
sex partners other than EPC partners, and the effect exists when age, sex, SES, salary, attractiveness, 
and attachment style are controlled for [100]. Also, men with high symmetry are more likely to pursue 
EPCs than men with low symmetry [100]. These men may be more motivated to pursue a short term 
mating strategy.  

2.12. Athletic and Talent Displays  

One of the ways men and women attract mates is through intersexual and intrasexual  
competition [122,123]. This competition takes place via display behavior where both sexes try to 
display the attributes that the opposite sex prefers. Since men place an emphasis on women with high 
reproductive fitness, femininity, and successful mothering potential [15,16,99] women display these 
attributes. They dress in ways that emphasize the body parts that index these attributes [124–126]. Since 
women desire men who are dominant, and socially ascendant [15,16,99] men display these attributes. 
They dress and behave in ways that indicate that they are dominant, financially successful, or  
industrious [122,123].  

Dominance and industriousness are products of testosterone [20–22] and testosterone influences 
developmental stability [110]. One way men can display their dominance is via athletic ability.  
So, there should be a relationship between athletic ability and symmetry. A study including 50 men, 
controlling for age and experience, found that there is a relationship between athletic ability and 
symmetry, i.e., faster middle distance runners have more symmetric ears and nostrils than slower 
runners [127].  

The ratio of the index and ringer fingers, 2D:4D, also plays a role. This ratio is an index of prenatal 
testosterone [128,129] and a smaller ratio indicates a higher level of prenatal testosterone. The ratio is 
fixed in-utero by the end of the 14th week (130–132). The 2D:4D ratio is assessed by measuring the 
index and ringer fingers from tip of the finger to the proximal crease where the finger meets the palm, 
and then diving the index finger length by the ringer finger length [133–135]. Since testosterone 
influences developmental stability [110], not surprisingly, 2D:4D is also linked to developmental 
stability and athletic and musical ability.  
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A study with 304 soccer players, found that first team athletes have lower 2D:4D than reserves and 
professional athletes have lower 2D:4D than controls [133]. Similarly, studies with 468 total 
participants, report that individuals with lower 2D:4D have better physical fitness [136]. Additionally, 
a study of 70 musicians and 164 controls, found that lower 2D:4D is associated with musical ability 
such that men with lower 2D:4D occupy higher positions in their instrument sections [137]. So, since 
2D:4D indexes athletic ability, musical ability, and developmental stability, not surprisingly then, it is 
also related to attractiveness. Men with lower 2D:4D are rated higher in attractiveness than men with 
higher 2D:4D [138,139]. Women with higher 2D:4D are also rated as more attractive than women with 
lower 2D:4D [140]. Since 2D:4D indexes developmental stability and attractiveness it should be 
related to symmetry. A study including 69 men, found that 2D:4D is negatively correlated with facial 
asymmetry [141]. Individuals with lower 2D:4D had more symmetrical faces. 

As mentioned above, one of the ways men and women attract mates is through intersexual and 
intrasexual competition and display behavior where both sexes try to display the attributes that the 
opposite sex prefers [122,123]. In addition to displays of musical and athletic ability, another way that 
humans can display their fitness is via dancing. Dance may be a sexually selected courtship signal [142]. 
Also, symmetry is associated with locomotory traits or their functional effectiveness in humans [143]. 
Dancing involves locomotion. So, dancing should be a way to reveal genetic or phenotypic  
quality, i.e., developmental stability, to potential partners. It should be related to symmetry since 
symmetry indexes developmental stability and is associated with locomotory traits. A study with 183 
dancers using motion capture technology, found that symmetrical men were perceived as better dancers 
than asymmetrical men [143]. Similarly, symmetrical women were perceived as better dancers than 
asymmetrical women. But, female symmetry accounted for 23% of the variance in dancing ability while 
male symmetry accounted for 48% of male dancing ability [143]. Also, women had a stronger preference 
for symmetrical male dancers while men preferred symmetrical and asymmetrical female dancers 
equally. Additional research [144] also finds that men described as dancers are rated as more attractive 
while descriptions of a woman as a dancer or not have no effect on attractiveness ratings of a woman. So, 
dancing is also a way to reveal developmental stability.  

2.13. Personality 

Personality plays a role in mate selection. The most important Big-5 personality characteristics for 
mate selection are Agreeableness and Openness [145]. Often decisions about the personality of others 
are made without knowing anything about the individual other than what they look like, i.e., by 
looking at their face [146,147]. Additionally, 75% of students tested believe the face is a valid guide to 
character [146]. The personality decisions based on the face show a high level of consensus among 
judges, with greater than chance accuracy also [148]. Configural properties of the face are used to 
make these personality decisions. Symmetry is a configural property of the face. So, symmetry plays a 
role in personality assessments also. A study with 146 men and 146 women, found a significant 
positive association between extraversion and symmetry of the face using a landmark measure of the 
face that includes peripheral regions of the face for both men and women [149]. Men and women with 
more symmetrical faces are more extraverted. Also, in a study examining a set of faces which all had 
valid personality measures available, Extraversion was found to be positively related to facial 
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symmetry and Openness and Agreeableness were negatively related to facial symmetry [150]. 
Additionally, a study that included faces with unknown personality profiles and guesses about the 
personalities of the individuals found that facial symmetry is negatively related to Neuroticism, 
Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness [151]. Clearly, facial symmetry is a correlate of personality.  

2.14. Emotional and Psychological Health 

Evolutionary theory based research shows that individuals want mates who are healthy. 
Consequently, facial and bodily characteristics that index health and fitness are used to determine 
whether or not an individual is attractive [15,16,99]. As mentioned previously, since developmental 
stability can indicate fitness, it is given considerable attention. Thus, symmetry is also related to 
psychological and emotional health. Psychopathic individuals have greater symmetry than non-
psychopathic individuals [152,153]. This finding may occur because symmetry is related to 
masculinity [110] and masculinity is a product of testosterone. Too much testosterone can lead to a 
perception of over masculinization which is perceived as threatening and unfriendly and is associated 
with behavioral problems like excessive aggression [154,155]. Also, symmetry is associated with 
higher scores on self-report measures of psychological and emotional distress [101]. Developmentally 
stable, i.e., symmetrical, individuals have better psychological and emotional health. 

3. Conclusions 

Symmetry is associated with many of the correlates of attractiveness. It also affects mate attraction 
and mate retention related behaviors. Thus, one can conclude that developmental stability plays a 
major role in attraction and mate retention related behaviors. However, symmetry has not been 
investigated in relation to all of the correlates of attractiveness. Leg length, hair length and quality, and 
pupil size have not been investigated in relation to symmetry. Since these are correlates of 
attractiveness and play a role in mate selection, symmetry may be associated with the perception of 
these attributes also. Thus, additional research is warranted.  

While symmetry plays a role in mate selection and affects many attractiveness related behaviors, 
the mechanism by which symmetry is detected or comes to influence behavior is not fully clear. A 
good deal of research shows that women are responding differently to low FA and high FA men. With 
this in mind two possible explanations regarding the mechanism can be put forth. (1) It is possible that 
women are assessing the asymmetries directly via some subconscious means of measurement of body 
parts and facial components. (2) Alternatively, women may be responding to a chemical signal from 
men such as a pheromone, since research shows that symmetrical men smell better [97], without being 
consciously aware of this. Of these two explanations the latter has more credibility since prior research 
shows that symmetry is a correlate of attractiveness, but it is not a cue, i.e., it covaries with cues that 
women use to determine men’s facial attractiveness [110]. Furthermore, the women in the 
aforementioned research could not rate men’s facial symmetry accurately. In this research [110], the 
relationship between symmetry and attractiveness remained even when symmetry cues were missing, 
i.e., only the right or left half of faces were presented. Additional evidence supporting the 
subconscious chemical mechanism for symmetry detection/assessment can also be found in the 
research showing that: women are best at detecting facial symmetry during the menses phase of their 
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cycle, and showing that this heightened ability to detect facial symmetry is not due to greater visual 
sensitivity during this time [156], and in research showing that ovulating women prefer the scent of 
symmetrical men [97,98]. Overall, the aforementioned research further supports the notion that 
symmetry is a good genes marker.  
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